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Abstract:

Tennis is a game which has becomeincreasingly popular

in the last twenty years. It comprises various elements

which are present in all other physical activities, from ludic
to competitive ones, andit is realized at variouslevels, from

the level of ‘pureplay’, over the intermediate conceptlevel

whichis called a game, to the institutionallevel, that is the

level of professional sport. The authors havetried to

answer the following questions: What makestennis a

popular and suitable form of social involvement? What

characteristics, contents, motives on the one hand, and

what gamestructure on the other, make tennis attractive
for a large number of people who remain devotedto it for

a long time? To answer these questions in this paper the

authors have observed tennis as a modeofsocial

involvementat different analytical levels: 1) a sociocultural-
anthropological analysis offers a survey of contents,

modalities and characteristics which contribute to the

mode of a gameas pure play, and those which contribute

to the mode of a game with ceratin skills and rules; 2) a
socio-psychological analysis pointing to the relationship

betweenthe intrinsic and extrinsic motivation as the prime

moversfor participation in tennis; 3) a socio-organizational
(an institutional) analysis showing how tennis is organized

within an actual social community; 4) a kinesiological
analysis enables an insight into the requirements needed

for and complexity of before the acquisition of motorskills
in tennis.

Key words: play, game, tennis, socialization,

sociocultural-anthroplogical analysis, sociopsychological

analysis, institutional analysis, kinesiological analysis  

SPORT ALS FORM DER
GESELLSCHAFTLICHEN BINDUNGEN-

BEISPIEL TENNIS

Zusammenfassung:

Das Tennisspicl wurde in Ictzten zwanzig Jahren schr popular.

Es beinhaltct verschicdene Elemente, vorkommend in andcren

kérperlichen Tatigkeiten, von verspiclten bis kompctitiven, wic

auch unterschicdliche Ebenen: von der Ebene des "rcinen

Spiclcs" (play) tiber Zwischenspiclentwurf (pamce) bis zur
Institutionalisicrung bzw. leistungssportlichen Ebenc. Dic

Textverfasser stclich dic Fragen: Was macht aus dem Tennis

cinc populare und bevorzugte Form der Herstcllung von

gesclischaftlichen Bindungen? Welche Eigenschaftcn, Inhaltc,
Bewcggriinde und welches Gefiige des Tennisspicles zicht

dauernd cine grossc Anzahl der Menschen an und bindetsic an
sich? Umdas zu beantworten untersuchten dic Textverfasser das

Tennis als cine Form der Herstellung von gesclischaftlichen
Bindungenauf unterschicdlichen analytischon Ebencn:

1, soziokulturell-anthropologische Analyse stellt dic Ihnaltc,

Modalitéten und Eigenschaften dar, dic dem Modus vom

“rcincn Spicl" (play), wie auch dem durch Spiclgeschiklichkcit
und-regel bestimmten Modus (gamc) beitragen;

2. soziopsychologische Analyse weist auf Wechsclbezichungen

zwischen intrinsischen und extrinsischen Beweggriindenhinals
dirckte Anregung zur Tcilnahme am Tennis; 3. soziorangierendc

(institutioncl]e) Analyse zeigt den Aufbau vom Tennis
innerhalb ciner konkretcn gescllschaftlichen Gemcinschaft;

4. kincsiologische Analyse lasst den Einsicht ins Gefiige und
Férderungen, dic bei dcr Bewidltigung von Bowcgungs-
fertigkcitcn im Tennis gestcllt werden.

Schliisselwérter: Spicl, Tennis, Sozialisation, soziokulturcll-
anthropologische Analyse, kinesiologische Analyse,
institutionclle Analyse, soziopsychologische Analyse
 

Introduction and goal

The game of tennis has become increasingly
popular over the last twenty years. According to

UNICEEabout 135 million people play tennis
all over the world, and the fascination with the
racket and the ball does not abate. In Germany

alone there are 2.2 million registered members

of the German Tennis Association (Bornemann
et al., 1993:6). The tennis boom is evident. What
is it that makes this game so popular? Is it an

increasing TV coverage of tennis tournaments

(Cox and Applewhaite, 1994:9) and glorification
of the sports heroes through the mass media
(Baltzell, 1995), the interest of equipment

manufacturers (Dzeba and SerdaruSié, 1995:424-
429), or is tennis really a game which can be
played by everybody - from 8 to 88 years of age?

Since tennis is at the same time a game, a

competition, a professional showand even more
(Fontaine, 1997:6), it can be said thatit is

comprisedof various elements which are present
in all other physical activities (Zugié, 1996:88),
ranging from ludic to competitive activities, and

that there are various levels of the game, from
the level of play, over the intermediate concept

level which is called a game, to the institutional

/eved, thatis the level of professional sport.

The authors will try to answer the following

questions: What makes tennis a popular and
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suitable form of social involvement? What
characteristics, contents, motives on the one

hand, and what gamestructure on the other,

make tennis attractive to a large number of
people who remain devotedto it for a long
time?

To answer these questions the authors suggest
the analysis of tennis through four analytical
levels:

1) Sociocultural-anthropological analysis. At
this level the contents, the modalities and the
characteristics which contribute to the mode of

the game as p/ay and those which contribute to

the mode of the game as a game will be

analysed,

2) Sociopsychological analysis. The

relationship between the intrinsic and extrinsic

motivation as prime movers of this sport activity

will be analysed.

3) Socio-organizational(institutional analysis)
will show how tennis is organized within an

actual social community.

4) Kinesiological analysis, It will be comprised
of: 4.1 A structural analysis of tennis; 4.2.

Movement complexity of tennis; 4.3 Motor
abilities necessary to acquire the tennis game;
4.4. Injuries in tennis. A kinesiological analysis

should offer an insight into the complexity and

requirements needed for the acquisition and
mastering of motor skills in tennis.

Discussion

1. Sociocultural-anthropological analysis -
tennis as play and tennis as a game

The concept of sport as p/ay relates to the

ontological and anthropological determination

of man as Aomo /udens. Play is, by its own

nature, self-contained activity and a man's ludic

component. This human playish (ludic)
component is equal in status to other

anthropological determinations of man - work
(man as fomo faber), mind andintellect (man
as Homo sapiens), need to communicate with
other people (man as zoon politikon and homo
sociologicus), etc. (Zugi¢é, 1996:79). The
determination of p/ay as a self-sufficient, self-

fulfilling activity comprises, according to the

older classifications (Caillois, 1979), but in the
more recent ones as well, between five and six

basic characteristics. Play is free (individuals
choose of their own free will which activity they

will engage in), detached (limited in space and
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time), unpredictable (the course of play and its
outcomecannotbe predicted), unproductive(its
purpose is an end initself), /t has its own reality
(different from usuallife) and st is ofa fictitious
character(its reality is of a different nature).

If we assign the rules, different roles in life,

seriousness and thelike to p/ay, thenit is
defined, at least in Anglo-Saxon literature, as

a game (Zugi¢, 1996:80). Understood in such
a way, a game does not represent a free or a
voluntary activity, because it is determined by

rules and motives which make an individual

take part in it. In a game the participants are

confronted with one another with regard to

the entities they represent and with regard to

their own special goals such as prestige,

acknowledgement, influence, etc. All this

leads to differentiating between p/ay on the

one hand, and a game on the other.

Consequently, a question can be asked: What

is it that differentiates between tennis as play
and tennis as a game? It we start from the

concept of play to the concept of a game, the

following transformations occur. If we take into
account the location at which anactivity is held,

then it can be said that tennis requires that it be
held in a circumscribed space marked out
according to the rules of the tennis game

(dimensions of a tennis court). However, if we
take a closer look at how tennis is played by, for
example, children in suburbs or on lawns, or in

multipurpose sports facilities, we shall see that
the locations or the space in which they play are

of various dimensions, and the net(if there is
one) sometimes is hand-made. Although the
space in these cases is not in congruence with a
real tennis court as for its dimensions and

contents, play is still held inside a circumscribed
space andits perimeters are arrangedarbitrarily.

Such play can be describedasself-sufficient and

an endinitself.

Except on a tennis court, tennis can also be

played against a tennis wall. Any wall of a

building can be used as a tennis wall, if there is

no real tennis wall available. But there are also
other variously inclined surfaces (Vidas,

1986:30), which were specially designed for this
way of playing tennis. If a wall was specially

constructed for playing tennis, serious training
sessions could be performed on it, because the
numberof basic strokes per minute against a
wall exceeds the numberof strokes executed on
the court (Heruc, 1980:25). A tennis wall is

therefore used by tennis players of all age
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groups whoplay tennis at different levels of

motor skill acquisition. Playing tennis against a
tennis wall has all the characteristics ofp/aywith
an expressed possibility of self-regulation ofits
duration, intensity, rules, contents, physical and

mental involvement, etc., which will consequently

be reflected in the level of enthusiasm and
devotionto play.

Tennis can also be played on different surfaces.

Asphalt, colour set and other hard surfaces are

easier to maintain and cheaper to rent, whereas

someplayers regard the clay courts as being the
fairest. Grass surfaces are rare, but it should

not be forgotten that tennis was originally

played on grass, so that playing on such a grass
surface represents the closest contact with
tradition. If tennis is played throughout the

whole year, then the players move into sports
halls to play in winter. However, some players

play tennis only 'seasonally' during summer.

There are also differences with regard to the
reputation of tennis centres and courts. Thus,

the courts on which the greatest tennis

tournaments, ranging from a national level to
the most traditional world tournaments are

held, have the highest reputation and the most
elite status.

If the location on which tennis is played is

given the characteristics which do not arise from
the activity itself, but are the result of a wider

context in which play is held (status, prestige,

acknowledgement, influence, etc.), then the

detachmentfrom stresses and challenges of

everydaylife is decreased, together with a

decrease in spontaneity. Consequently, the goals
become more complex and more connected with

the roles that the players play in everydaylife.

This leads to the transformation of p/ay into the
concept called a game. It is a commonbeliefthat
tennis is an elite sport intended for a relatively
small numberof players, because maximally four
players can play on the court at the same time.

However,if we try to fill in the football pitch

with tennis courts, we shall see that the total

number of players on the pitch is not much
different. The advantage of tennis courts is that
they can be better employed throughout the day

than football fields. Likewise, if we compare the

costs of construction and maintenance,it can be

concluded that there are no major differences
between tennis and some other sports. A similar

comparison with the same result can be made

with regard to equipment. All this leads to the
conclusion that tennis has lost some features
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of its exclusivity and segregation of a sport which

was limited mainly to one social group. The
phenomenon that the new social and economic
elite in countries in transition, and especially in
Croatia, accept tennis as an expressed status

symbolillustrates the best this elite, who realize

their participation in tennis exclusively within
the sphere of a game.

With regard to the rules of the game, tennis
can be played without an actual score, so that

the exchangeofballs is prolonged to the
ultimate limits (Bornemannetal., 1993:9). Such
play can be executed within the boundaries of
the court, but also beyond these boundaries and
without the rules applied to competitive tennis,

all this in order to play as long as possible. Such
play can be performed according to some

arbitrary agreement, but also without any

limitations, so that the prolongation of play is

the only goal and the only rule. The longer one

plays, the greater the enthusiasm and the

delight. After an error, play continues, so that

the elementof repetition and refrain is the most

important characteristic of such play (Huizinga,
1992:16). Other characteristics are prerationality
and spontaneity which frequently have toxic

effects on the players (Kretchmar, 1994:210-
211). This aspect of playing tennis is entirely in

congruence with the concept called p/ay. The
offender who breakssuch rule gives the
preference to the agonal or competitive element
of play over a ludic one.

Apart from the classical way of playing tennis
as an individual sport or a sport played by
doubles, there is a large numberofvariations

arranged according to their own internal rules.

Such rules vary the numberofplayers playing,

they vary the scoring system, or they determine

some other special conditions which mostly

make play more difficult for one or for all who
participate in it. These specially designed forms

ofplay are usually used for the acquisition of

motor skills in tennis schools, and even more

frequently in the traning sessions of competitors

(Bucher, 1991:133-153) of all age groups who
play at different levels of motorskill acquisition.
All such forms of playing tennis in which the

rules are specially arranged, contain the agonal
type of play in which the superiority over the

opponents must be manifested together with the
capacity of executing motorskills, and a priori
accepting the rules and particular limitations,
and respecting them as muchaspossible.
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2. Socio-psychological analysis - the relationship
between the intrinsic and extrinsic motivation in
tennis

At the beginning of the search for the socio-

psychological motives there is a question: Why do

people choose tennis as the sport in which they

want to participate, why do they put their efforts

into participation in tennis, and why do they
remain devotedto it for a long time? The answer

could be simple - tennis gives them pleasure.
However, the motives which encourage a person
to take part in it are versatile. Hence, two basic
motivation aspects will be discussed here: intrinsic
and extrinsic motivation.

Intrinsic motivation can be detined as an inner
prime mover and the reason for participation in

any activity for the purpose of enjoymentarising

from participating in that very particularactivity

without any intent of gaining an external reward.

Extrinsic motivation is defined as an external

reason (money, recognition, rewards) which
encourages a person to participate in an activity

- the absence of external reasons would cause

the termination of participation, or, at least, a
decreased participation intensity. When

engaging in an activity individuals are driven

both by the internal and the external reasons.It
is their ratio that varies from activity to activity
(Horga, 1993:173). Some authors (Coakley,
according to Zugié, 1996:84) define the basic

difference between the internal and the external

motives by the division of a participant into

amateurs and professionals, the difference

between them being the one expressed in the

different ratio betweenplay andeffort.

If one is engaged in tennis in order to achieve
social acknowledgement of other important

people - coaches, parents, team-mates, friends -

without perceiving it above all as fun, which is
usually the case in children whoare less than 12

years of age, because they are not able to

accurately assess their competence in a sport
activity (Roberts, according to Horga, 1993:164),

then social acknowledgement becomes a

criterion either of success or of failure (Bomba¢,
1997:53). The presence of parents during a

training session or at a competition can produce

an additional psychological pressure, especially if

the parents distract the child with their
uncontrolled reactions. Support from parents is
absolutely necessary - starting from the
organization of time devoted to training sessions,
taking a child to these training sessions, etc. Their
support is essential in case of failure. However,
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parents who are oriented only towards the
imperative victory impose, by doing so, a lot of
pressure on their children, anc f!.us very often
interfere with the child's performance (Karkovic,
1998:46-77). The same principle occurs atall
competition levels, even in recreationalplay,if the

motive of prizes and acknowledgementprevails,
or if the activity is desubjectivized because of

external conditions, which results in poor

enjoymentof the gameitself,

If we perceive tennis in such a way that a friend

is also an opponentin that he/she tries to create

and put before us the challenges and obstacles,

then we have an opportunity to discover our

actual capacities (Letica, 1995) for mastering an
athletic skill, that is we can realize our potential

in a competition and compare our capacities

with the capacities of others (Roberts, according

to Horga, 1993:164). It is interesting to stress

here the opinion expressed by Bred Parks, the

founder of wheelchair tennis, that tennis and

competition are intended for those who

participate in it, and that sport has to be a good

therapy on the one hand,and fun onthe other.

Fun in playing is another possible aspect of
intrinsic motivation, and it relates to the term
‘immersion’or ‘specific enthusiasm’ (flow), which
accompaniesthe play, and which wasintroduced
by Csikzsentmihaly in 1975 (according to Horga,
1993:176). He describes it as enthusiasm, and
‘enthusiasm’ means the entire sensation while
acting and being totally focused, it is a state in
which an action is followed by an action
according to an inner logic, which seemingly
does not require the presence of consciousness;
we perceive this state as a unique flow of one
moment towards the other, when weare in total
control over our actions, and when there is an
insignificant difference between 'me' and the
environment, between an impulse and a response,
or between the past, the present and the future"
(according to Duran, 1995:12). Thus, the state of
total immersion, absorption in an activity
determines the maximal engagement of an
athlete in which he/sheis oblivious of everything
and everybody else - the audience, the parents,
the coach - but the gameitself, so that the
evaluation process of the outcomeis minimized.
This means that even in the cases when an
athlete is totally preoccupied by a sportactivity,
the subjective interpretation of the outcome, and
not the outcomeitself, influences the intrinsic
motivation (McAuley and Tammen, 1989:84-93).
Regardless of whether we are talking about
tennis played at various competiton levels, about
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tennis which is played at recreational level, or
about tennis which is pure fun, it becomes an
activity whose purpose is in itself and not in
some future profit (reward, acknowledgement,
recognition), it becomes happinessin itself
(Fink, 1984:297-298). A similar experience is
expressed by the parents and their children who
participate in the well-known American club and
doubles championship, in which one member of
a pair is a parent and the other memberi his/her
child in all combinations (father-son, father-
daughter, mother-daughter, mother-son). Fun
emerging from playing togetheris the result of
cooperation, getting acquainted with each
other's actions in specific situations such as the
match, enthusiasm, victory or defeat. Trying to
give one's best for the common cause and being
satisfied with one's own self is the main goal
(Kalyn, 1986:35-36).

In contemporary competitive tennis, and
especially in professional tennis, play has been
replaced by competition based on the principle
efficiency of result (imperative to win), which
consequently has led to the developmentof
sport, not primarily as a game, but as a strenuous
productive acitvity whose goal is to achieve a
record (the personal or team's best result) and
victory at all costs (Zugié, 1996:84). Such
comprehension of the game changesthe attitude
towards the rules as well. The rules are no
longer unconditional and they are not liable to
doubt, which is reflected in specially worked out
tactical concepts of the players that some rules
of the game are implementedin such a way as to
obstruct an opponentor to obtain the advantage
over him/her (Gilbert, 1993:182-190). Such an
attitude towards the rules of the gameis the best
indicator of the principle of achieving a result at
all costs, which represents one of the
characteristics of comprehending the mode of
play as the mode of a game. Enormous mass-
media support through the coverage of
particular matches and tournaments, which are
sometimes watched by hundreds of millions of
viewers, creates and involves anotherparticipant
in tennis matches - namely, the audience at
stadiums, which also represents a social
phenomenoninitself. In the audience at a
stadium one can see members ofpolitical life,

economic, sport, mass-media and otherelite, so

that sometimes the structure of the audience
seems to be more important than the players
(Dunely, 1996:221-242; Coakley, 1998). Thus,

tennis definitely joins to the world of the global
spectacle and show-business (Zugié, 1999:508-
513).

3. Socio-organizational (institutional) analysis
- from “pureplay” to the (professional) sport

Socio-organizational (institutional)
consideration about tennis should be based on
the universal process of globalization, on the one
hand, and on the sociocultural and other
peculiarities of the social communitiy in
question, on the other. The essence of

institutionalization lies in the global social
process during which particular social activities
and units are organized in such a way as to meet
the particular needs over a relatively long time
span. Whensuchactivities and units stabilize
themselves as a predominant form of meeting
the particular needs, they exceed all those
previously present, but not the inveterated needs
(Zugié and Pavitié, 1999:85-90). Formal
institutionalization is manifested in that sportis
being structured at a high level of organization,
form protocol procedures and supplementary
services, to equipment and sports training. Ludic
institutionalization occurs as a process of
transforming play as an optional activity into a
structured one which,in oneofits parts, displays
itself as a profession (Zugi¢é and Pavicié, 1999:85-
90). Basically, these are the two sides of the
same process.

From 1869 in which W. C. Wingfield
demonstrated the game played with the racket
and ball on the grass to the formation ofthefirst
club (A// England Croquet and Lawn Tennis
Club), which organized the first open tennis

tournament, only eight years have passed. A
year later, in 1888, the first tennis association
was formed in London (The Lawn Tennis
Association). From Great Britain tennis
travelled to Europe, where the national
championships were held,first in France (1891)
and then in Germany in 1896. In 1896 tennis
appeared forthefirst time in the programme of
the Olympic Games in Athens (Kramer,
1977:384-386). Today the International Tennis
Federation (ITF) is comprised of 201 national
associations. This shows that tennis has gone
beyondthelimits of national space and time and
it has become a universal sport played in the same
form all over the world. The ITF annually invests
approximately 4 million dollars into the
developmet of tennis in the world, it organizes
seminars, issues a free-of-charge journal, creates
ITF junior teams comprised of young players from
all over the world, it organizes tournaments,trains
umpires, etc. All this points to the fact that ITF is
an institution characterized by a high degree
of organization. Natonal associationsall
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have the same characteristics and structure, and
they carry out the sameactivities as ITE Unlike
the ITE whichis organized on the basis of national

associations, the Association of Tennis

Professionals (ATP) is an independent
organization which organizes tournaments of

professional tennis players and allows participation
to all according to the ATP rules.

Each national association contains, among

other objectives of its development, an objective

which is aimed at including a large number of

people into an organized form of participation,
and consequently the developmentof national-
and internationl-quality-level players who will

represent a country at international tournaments.
These two objectives are connected, because the

larger the numberof people whoparticipate in a

particular sport, the greater the possibility of

creating high-quality players on the one hand,

and on the other, the larger the numberof high-

quality international players, the greater the

popularity of tennis. This again leads to a larger
number of people who would wish to participate

in this sport. Thus, the programmes of
development become even more complex, they

employ the knowledge and experience gained

from other sports and acquired throughout the
formation of development systems, such as, the

making of the football team Ajax (Jones, 1997),
all this in order to achieve the highest possible
effect, which is the top sport result.

In Croatia, the fostering and the promotion of
interest in sport is defined in the Law on Sport

(Narodne novine, 1997). Sport activities defined
in this Law are: 1) participation in school

contests, 2) sports recreation, 3) education in
sport, and 4) managementof sportsfacilities.
Sport activities are executed by associations and
professional clubs as non-profit legal entities. If
an association in the course of its operation

realizes a profit, then this profit must, in

congruence with the statute of the association, be

used exclusively for the functioning and

developmentofthis association, thusfulfilling the

goals expressed in the statute (Law on
Associations, Narodne novine, 1997), Apart
from the formation of associations which
represent a form of voluntary affiliation of
people andlegal entities, people can foster and
develop their interest in sport only through
membership in clubs (this membership needn't
be an active one). This membership then offers
them certain privileges over the non-members

when hiring a court, when purchasing the

Kinesiology31(1999) 2:50-61

equipment, and it enables them, for example, to
associate in an organized way(club t: .urnaments),
etc. Tennis is a sport which, at the level of social

institutionalization, is characterized by a high

degree of structuralization (high degree of
organization, from protocol procedures and

supplementary services to equipment and sports
training). As for social distribution, tennis is a
universal sport, socially recognized andlegalized,
in which a large numberof people participate
either as registered membersoras spectators and
supporters.

4. Kinesiological analysis of tennis

An additional requirementwill be added to the

above mentioned necessity for recognizing and

respecting the process of globalization in modern

civilization, the pecularities of each milieu, as well
as for considering tennis as the social and sports
institution. Tennis, as the whole area ofsport,

should be investigated multidisciplinary as the
distinctive game and social phenomenon of the
20" century. Interdisciplinary research on tennis,
as a sport being the subject of interest of the sport

sciences (Burwitz et al., 1994:93-109) includes
many different analyses: a cultural-anthroplogical

(Skledar, 1996, 1997), a subcultural (Spencer,
1997:363-378), a sociological (Zugié and Paidié,
1997:183-187), a sport economics analysis
(Bartoluci, 1997:173-179), kinesiological analysis
(Harris, 1993: 389-412; Spirduso, 1993:413-424)
and others. The above mentioned analyticallevels

are not exhaustive, and that fact supports the
distinctive and demanding characteristics of the
research ofthat kind.

4.1. Structural analysis

A structural system of sport activity is
comprised of rules, conventions, actions, various

strategies andtactical varieties. If a sport activity

contains several actions, procedures, particular

rules or specially designed relations between the

players and all other parts of the structure,

then this activity becomes more structurally

complex (Horga, 1993:39-41). According to
the division of motor skills (Mrakovicé et al.,

1993:3-17) tennis belongs to acyclic motor
activities of a polystructural type. The very

root of the word tennis, from the Old French

tenez meaning Take! (Kramer, 1977:384),

outlines the basic purpose of the tennis game
in which one participant tries to propel the
ball from his/her own part of the court over
the net into the opponent's part of the court in
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such a way that the opponentis unable to return

it, or that, while trying to return theball, he/sheis

forced to make a mistake. However, to achieve

the goal of scoring a point, a direct solution is

frequently not possible. On the contrary, one
must execute a whole series of tasks which

precede the final move (Bornemann ect al.,
1990:10). This very simple presentation of a goal
leads to a conclusion that the players create a
large numberofdifferent situations through

playing and in play, in order to achieve the

ultimate goal. To achieve the goal, a player may

select a solution out of the available choices of

possibilities that are limited by the rules of the
game, by biomechanical regularities and by the

anthropological characteristics of a player.

Tennis rules are rather complex, and they tend

to improve all the time by introducing new

regulations, or by changing the existing ones

(Liszt, 1992:5). These rules are then applied in

friendly recreational matches, as well as in the

most important professional competitions, so

that learning the scoring system is not enough-

one should be acquainted with all the rules, even

with those rules applied in very rare but probable

situations.

The subjects of a tennis match are the two or

four players whoalternately perform actions.

This means that, with regard to the external
conditions in which the exercising takes place,
there exists the so-called external managementin
which a player reacts to the conditions produced
by his/her opponent (Singer and Gerson,
1981:100-116). In such conditions the players,
depending on the tactics, make decisions which
are then manifested in their actions. Each action
is manifested by executing one elementof a
tennis game technique, and each technical

element has several tactical variations of
application (Douglas, 1992:196-232; Hes,

1982:44-184; Bornemannet al., 1990:9-76),
depending on the type of the player against
whom oneis playing (Gullikson, 1994:55-63;
Cohen etal., 1985:19-21), the surface (Burcar,
1994:85-88), the tactical tasks to be solved and
the player's own capacities. To execute the

complex tactical tasks, apart from good
technique, it is necessary to have the knowledge
of, for example, how to cover the court with

regard to one's own position on it and with

1981:60; Hes, 1982:25-31), to be aware of one's

own advantages and disadvantages, and to
recognize the opponent's shortcomings and
strong points (Applewhaite and Moss, 1992:91),
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as well as to recognize one's own psychological

processes and emotions, and to know the ways in
which one can learn how to overcome them

(Applewhaite and Moss, 1992:106-109; Loehr,
1991:29-48). The possibilities of changing the

choice of the part of the opponent's court into
which the ball is directed, as well as the

possibilities of changing the height and the speed

offlight, the direction andthe spin of the balls hit
on the one hand (Burcar, 1994:51-59,;

Bornemannetal., 1981:22-38), and the change of
rhythm and tempoof the game (Burcar, 1994:60)

on the other, contribute to the complexity of the

game

Tactical behaviour implies perceiving,
consideration and decision-making. During the

gameit is necessary to perceive the tactical

variety used by the opponent in order to change

one's own plans in the game.It should be stressed
that the processes of perceiving, consideration
and decision-making must be executed under

both high physical and psychological pressure,

which requires the speed of reaction and
counteraction. If we take into account both of

these characteristics, the shortness of the time

span that is at one's disposal on the one hand,
and the speed of reaction and counteraction on
the other, together with the numerous

possibilities of combinations and solutions, and

the actual choice of actions to be executed

(Bornemannetal., 1993:15), it can be concluded
that the tennis gameis structurally very complex

with a large number of technical-tactical

elements which the players can combine into an

endless numberofvarious complexsituations.

All that has been said applies to competitive
tennis. However, if being in a non-competitive

situation, the players can play the ball without

scoring, so that the exchangeofballs is maximally

prolonged (Bornemann etal., 1993:9), which
meansthat the structural system of a tennis game
can be simplified if the participants who do not

compete against each other choose and agree to

do so. It can also be assumed that the structural

system of the tennis gamein friendly recreational
matches is also less complex, because the

participants are not able to combineall the
technical-tactical elements in such a vast variety

of different complex situations.

4,2. Movement complexity

The movement system of a sport activity

implies all the movements and sets of
movements executed during a sport activity. The
movementsystem can be described as a setofall
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forms of movement, andit is commonly referred
to as the technique of a sport activity (Horga,
1993:39-40). If a sport activity contains several
different forms of movement and if each of
these forms of movementis more complex, then

the movementstructure of the whole sport

activity will also be more complex.

Movement motor structures in tennis are

characterized by a high degree of complexity and

integration of certain sections of motion. The
high degree of complexity is determined by the
motionof the whole body through space. To gain
possession of the ball or to return to the basic

position, the player uses several complex types of

movement, such as: side step, side-lunge, cross-
step, starting acceleration, low skip, etc.

(Bornemannet al., 1993:130), All these running

techniques should be used in coordination with

the flight of the ball (Friscié, 1990:15). The
elements of the technique of performing low
strokes make up a closed set, but by means of
the functional analysis of motion they can be

reduced to the final set of basic strokes with a

large numberof allowed individual leeways
(Bornemannet al., 1990:9-76). Basic strokes are
executed either in a fixed stance or while moving
or jumping, and are all characterized by the

intention to shift the body weight forwards, from
the rear onto the lead leg. The transfer of weight
ends immediately after the impact of the ball
and the racket. At the moment of impact the
racket transfers from rotational into translatory

motion (15 - 25cm). Some portions of motion,
such as the extension of legs and the transfer of

body weight forwardstill the trunk untwists, and
the maximal acceleration of the head of the
racket (80km/h), are integrated into a series of
synchronized movements which are united to

form a complete movement.

The very short duration of the task contributes

to the complexity of motion in the technique

execution. The impact of the ball with the strings
on the racket lasts only 3-Smsec and cannot be
significantly prolonged (Boxbergeret al.,

1987:79). Since the contact is so shortit is not
possible to apply any subsequentcorrections,

that is the motor programme determinesin
advance all the details of the movement. Once
the movement has begun, no subsequent
corrections are possible despite the probable
changes in the environment. Any alteration of
the situation can be done only in the next
attempt, and this applies only to the forward
swing in basic strokes, which lasts 100-200msec.
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A seemingly insignificant change of the place of
the contact point connected with the movement
of the wrist to the left by only 20 degreesleads to
a significant change of the position of the hitting

zone of the racket, and consequently to a change
of the point at which the ball will bounce on the

opponent's baseline by about 9m (Bornemann et

al., 1993:16).

All this leads to the conclusion that the tennis
game contains numerous different complex
forms of motion, together with a large number of
individual leeways, which makes the whole tennis

system even more complex. The acquisition of
the appropriate movementstructures in easier

conditions (a more accurate and a slower
oncoming ball) will not significantly simplify the
complexity of the motor actions.

4.3. Necessary motor abilities

The system of the required motorabilitics is

comprised of the abilities which makeit possible

for an athlete to learn and realize the movement

structures within the rules of the game of a
particular sport. Basically, the more complex the
sport according to its structural and movement

complexity, the richer the structure of the
required motorabilities (Horga, 1993:40).

On a court, a tennis player can sprint for

maximally 14 metres. Most sprints are between
2.5 and 6 metres long. Therefore, it can be

concluded that explosive power, which
participates to a large extent in starting

acceleration,is of extreme importance. Besides, a
tennis player does not run across the court only

in a straight line; zigzag running in which

frequent changes of running direction are

basically the combinations of changing direction

from left to right and vice versa, and shuttle

running are also present. Apart from speed,this

also requires a high level of coordination,
especially of that aspect which is responsible for a

quick change of direction, and which is
commonly referred to as agility (Bornemann et

al., 1993:128).

In top tennis primarily the alactic-anaerobic
metabolism comes into operation, and the

further developmentof tennis is directed towards
a more frequent employmentof the offensive

game, which tends to shorten the average

duration of scoring a point, that is it makes use of

the phosphate anaerobic metabolism at the
expense ofthe lactic one (Sentija, 1991:59-62),
Speed of reaction is also important in the
execution of motor structures of movement. The
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time that is at the disposal of a tennis player for
the execution of the swing when attempting to
return a ballis only .4 seconds, andin volleyitis
only .6 to .9 seconds (Bornemannetal., 1993:21-
22). When exchanging the strokes from the
baseline the ball approaches at a speed of
80km/h, and a player can follow it up to about
50cm to the point of impact (Scholl, 1991:14), It
has already been said that the contact of the ball

and thestrings on the racketis very short, from 3
to 5 msec, and the translatory movementof the

racket in which this contact must occur is about

20cm. The speed of the racket head at the
momentof contact is about 80km/h (Bornemann
et al., 1993:31). If, at the moment of impact, the

hitting surface movesby only 20 degrees, the miss
on the baseline will be approximately 9 metres.

All this leads to the conclusion that coordination,

balance, explosive power, speed ofa single
movement, and the accuracy ofhitting a target

with a struck implementation, as well as the

accuracy of aiming at the goal (Burcar, 1994:106)

are necessary for the acquisition of motor

structures of movement in tennis. According to
Schneider (1994:7) orientation, differentiation,
balance, reaction and rhythm belong to
coordination and are the most important

components for the successful acquisition of
motorstructures in tennis.

Even whenthe tennis players do not compete,

the motor structures in tennis remain equally

complex. The differences are only in the share of
the aerobic capacity employed at the expense of
the anaerobic one.

It is important to say (although this does not
belong to the motor space) that if coordination,
accuracy, rhythm, and balance prevail in the

structure of the required motorabilities, then the

cognitive requirements for this sport will be

higher (Horga, 1993). Since the capacity of
anticipation and perception of the relation

between player and ball in space and time are

important in tennis together with the
deliberation of their functions and possible

future actions, the functioning of a parallel

processoris also crucial (Horga, 1993).

4.4. Injuries

A typical injury in tennis players is the
enthesitis in the attachment of the extensor

muscles of the hand andfingers to the lateral
epicondyl, that is "tennis elbow" (Medved,

1987:711). It is the result of frequent
microtraumas which on their side are the result

of the vibration of the strings and the racket after
the impact with the ball. The unfavorable
conditions of the impact as hitting the ball in a
sweetspot, stiff strings and a stiffer-framed
racket, as well as playing with the racket the
stringing of which is too tight, playing with hard

balls without vibration dampening, and a poor
technique of strokes contribute to the occurrence

of tennis elbow.

Injuries of the shoulder usually occur because a

player has not warmed up properly (Lloyd,
1991:77). They also occur in players who play
tennis recreationally and whoare usually self-
taught tennis players and execute incorrectly

both the service and the smash strokes. Injuries
of the Achilles tendon are also frequent, and they
are a result of playing on hard surfaces. Injuries

to the upper leg muscles, lower leg muscles and
foot are also frequent because of sudden

speeding up and instantaneuous stopping

(Engelbrecht, 1979:9), and are induced by
playing on hard surfaces, by the poor physical
condition of players, and by being overweight.

Injuries to the spine occur because of strong

rotary movements when arching the back during

the executionof particularstrokes. Injuries to the

back muscles and intervertebral disks, when the

protrusion of the latter (discus hernia) occurs,
are also possible. Correct technique, good

selection of equipment, peak physical condition
and playing within the limits of one's own

capacities are efficient ways of injury prevention
in tennis.

Conclusion

To answer the question ‘what makes tennis a
suitable form of social involvement and a game
which has become extremely popular’, we have

analysed tennis at four different levels. In

conclusion, becoming aware of the well-intended

criticism concerning our, maybe, too ambitious

effort to analyse all four levels (sociocultural-
anthropological, sociophyschological, institutional

and kinesiological) in one paper, we deliberately
limited the purpose of the text to the "draft" for
the future research. With regardto differentiating
between the concept of sport as play and game,

tennis appears as play when played on arbitrarily
marked out courts, when played against a wall,
whenthe goals and rules are combined in

different ways as to emphasize the prerationality
and spontaneity of the player(s), up to an agonal
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form of play in which one should express his/her
own capacity by maximally respecting and

accepting the rules of the game. If play is
attributed the characteristics which do notarise

from the activity itself, but are the result of a
wider context in which the play takes place, and

if play is replaced by the principle of effect
whose goal is the record and the victory at all

cost, then we are talking about comprehending

tennis as a game. If the motives of prize-winning

and acknowledgementprevail regardless of the

level of engagement in the game,then the social
acknowledgement and victory become the

criteria of success andfailure in the game, which

leads to a poor enjoyment of the game. On the

other hand, the state of total immersion in the
activity, because of the enjoyment of the game

itself that it evokes, regardless of whether we

are talking about tennis played at various

competiton levels, about tennis which is

played at recreational level, or about tennis
which is pure fun, makes it possible for this

activity to have its own purpose. One then plays,

not because of some future profit (reward,
acknowledgement, recognition): playing becomes

happiness in itself. At the level of social

institutionalization tennis is a sport which is

characterized by a high degree of structuralization

(a high degree of structuralization ranges from
protocol procedures and supplementary services

to equipment and sports training). As for the
social distribution, tennis is a universal sport,

which is socially recognized and legalized, in

which a large numberof people participate either
as registered membersor as spectators and
supporters. The kinesiological analysis of

tennis leads to the conclusion that it is

structurally a very complex game with a large

numberof technical-tactical elements which

can be combinedbythe players into an infinite

series of complex situations. The number of
situations can be reducedif the gameis played
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